
Emissions Control

DEF FEATURES & PROPER USAGE

When your truck shuts off, the system goes 
through a shutdown cycle, pulling DEF fluid 
back into the tank. This mechanism prevents 
the fluid supply lines from freezing in cold 
weather. DEF fluid frozen in the tank will  
quickly thaw from the SCR system’s heat,  
and your truck can safely operate for 95  
miles without the fluid flowing. 

Refill DEF fluid when the DEF low level indicator 
light on your instrument cluster illuminates and 
Co-Pilot™ displays the low DEF message. 

CLEARTECH™ AND CLEARTECH™ 
ONE SYSTEMS

Your truck is equipped with either the 
ClearTech™ or ClearTech™ One exhaust 
aftertreatment system. These systems are 
built on Mack’s Selective Catalytic Reduction 
(SCR) technology, an emissions-reduction 
technology that delivers near-zero emissions 
of nitrogen oxides (NOx) and that works by 
injecting Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF), a solution 
of ultra-pure water and urea, into the exhaust.

EMISSIONS CONTROL 
Mack’s sophisticated exhaust aftertreatment systems 
(EATS) deliver cleaner air, excellent fuel efficiency and 
reliable emissions control for the modern diesel engine.
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PARKED REGENERATION

In select cases, your vehicle’s exhaust filter 
may require manual regeneration when it is full 
or overfull. In such cases, Co-Pilot™ Display will 
alert you that parked Diesel Particulate Filter 
regeneration is required and guide you through 
its steps. 

HOW IT WORKS

DEF works with the heat of the exhaust and a 
catalyst to convert NOx into nitrogen and water 
vapor, both harmless. Modern diesels also use 
exhaust aftertreatment systems, called diesel 
particulate filters, to control emissions of soot 
(particulate matter). 
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ClearTech™ EATS Components

! Never put anything except DEF in your truck’s DEF 
tank, as severe system damage may result. 


